
The amount includes:   

- Sup Adventures membership card   
- Transfer from/to Cagliari airport to Portoscuso 
- Ferry tickets go/back from Portoscuso to Carloforte 
- Transfer on the island for sup and sup yoga sessions and to the hotel 
- 1 Tshirt and 1 sticker 
- 1st and last dinner 
- 7 Nights in hotel with continental breakfast 
- Electric Bike for 1 day (day 4, day off from activities) 
- 1h Pilates Class every morning 
- Packed lunch with a well stuffed sandwich/salad/pasta, fruit, water 
- Stand up paddle equipment including board, paddle, leash for the sup, sup wave & sup 
ball  sessions 
- Sup Surf equipment including board and leash for the sessions 
- 1 sessions every day of sup tour/lesson/workout/Surf/Sup Surfing 
- The right to use the discounted prices for dinners that Sup Adventures agreed with 
the  restaurants 
 
 
Other food a drinks are not included but that local prices are very reasonable . 
 

Flights are independently booked by all attendees and instructors and Sup Adventures is not 
responsible for their bookings or costs. 

 

Course Plan 

Day 1: arrival at Cagliari airport, transfer and ferry to Carloforte check in Hotel dinner at Hotel 

Paola’s restaurant. 

Days 2,3,5,6,7:  in the early morning 1h Pilates class - breakfast - pick up 10 am from the hotel 

(pick up time can be changed depending on weather conditions) 

- transfer to the beach 

- stretching and heating for the session 

- sup session briefing 

- departure 

- arrival at another bay 



- packed lunch 

- chill and relax at the beach 

- back to the hotel with chance of an ice cream pit stop in town ;) 

- dinner every night in a different restaurant that offers you a menu with a special price for our 

guests 

Last night we’ll organize a special aperitivo at sunset for you at the beach! 

 

Day 4*: Day off from all activities, guests can go around by bike, walk on the island tracks, visit the 

tonnara center, go around in town, have a day at the beach, and do all the extra activities they’d 

like to enjoy the island. 

Day 8: departure: ferry to Portoscuso and Transfer to Cagliari airport. 

*the day off can be changed related to weather conditions. One day off will always be in the 
program. 

 


